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Abstract
Micro-CT based cardiac function estimation in small animals requires measurement of left ventricle
(LV) volume at multiple time points during the cardiac cycle. Measurement accuracy depends on
the image resolution, its signal and noise properties, and the analysis procedure. This work compares
the accuracy of the Otsu thresholding and a region sampled binary mixture approach, for live mouse
LV volume measurement using 100 micron resolution datasets. We evaluate both analysis methods
after varying the volume of injected contrast agent and the number of projections used for CT
reconstruction with a goal of permitting reduced levels of both x-ray and contrast agent doses.
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Introduction
Cardiac studies in small animals are very challenging. The small size (∼0.1 g and 7 mm long
axis) and extremely high rates (∼600 beats/min) of murine hearts under physiological
conditions have made in vivo studies of murine cardiac metabolism, function, and morphology
difficult.

Although in vivo open chest models of transgenic mouse cardiac function have been proposed
[1], non-invasive in vivo imaging has several obvious advantages. Ultrasound
echocardiography has been used extensively to phenotype the cardiovascular system in a
variety of genetic mouse models[2]. Although echocardiography has been the most widely
used method to estimate cardiac function, its results are very operator-dependent. Moreover,
echocardiography uses model-based estimation that relies on geometric assumptions that work
well only in normal hearts[3,4]. Alternatively, MR microscopy (MRM) has been applied to
assess both cardiac morphology and function in rodents[5-9]. However, neither MRM nor
echocardiography offer isotropic resolution, with slice thickness equal to in-plane resolution.
All imaging modalities provide data for the measurement of left ventricular (LV) volumes at
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different points of the cardiac cycle, based on which one can assess cardiac function via ejection
fraction, cardiac output and/or wall dynamics.

We have proposed the first micro-CT based method appropriate for in vivo characterization of
cardiac structure and function in mice[10], where true 4D datasets are collected with an
isotropic spatial resolution of 100 microns and a temporal resolution of 10 ms during the cardiac
cycle. We have shown that cardiac micro-CT with a combination of high flux x-ray tube, careful
physiologic gating, and the use of blood pool contrast agents can produce image sets with 10-50
times higher spatial resolution than has been seen with in vivo MR[7,11]. Recently Drangova
et al [12] have introduced a retrospective based cardiac micro-CT method that allows a spatial
resolution of 150 microns.

The two major disadvantages of cardiac micro-CT are: 1) a significant radiation dose and 2) a
large volume of blood pool contrast agent used during a study. The radiation dose required for
10 imaging sets sampling the cardiac cycle at 10 ms temporal resolution is ∼1.5 Gy[10]. This
is 1/4 to 1/3 of the mouse lethal dose that ranges from 5.0 to 7.6 Gy[13]. Various approaches
have been used in clinical CT to reduce dose such as alternate beam filtering[14], digital
filtering[15], tailoring technique to patient size [16-18] or beam modulation according to cross-
sectional shape of the patient [19-26]. However, one of the most direct approaches to dose
reduction in CT imaging is to use fewer projections, i.e. angular under-sampling.
Unfortunately, this also results in increased noise and reconstruction artifacts.

Since the x-ray attenuation of blood and myocardium are similar, contrast agents are essential
for obtaining high quality micro-CT images. The suggested dose, 0.5ml /25 g mouse, of the
Fenestra VC blood pool contrast agent (ART Advanced Research Technologies Inc. Saint-
Laurent, Quebec, Canada) may be large enough to affect the hemodynamics since it represents
approximately 1/3 of the total blood volume. Reduction of contrast agent dose is desired but
this lowers the contrast between myocardium and blood and is therefore expected to reduce
the accuracy of LV volume measurements.

Because reductions of both radiation dose (i.e. number of projections in this study) and volume
of contrast agent decrease the quality of micro-CT datasets we are motivated to examine data
analysis techniques that can tolerate these quality reductions yet still recover accurate volume
measurements. Therefore we test the limits and tradeoffs of radiation and contrast reductions
on two different analysis methods. These are: 1) a classical technique based on Otsu’s method
[27], and 2) our proposed region sampling within binary mixture method.

Our aim in the present work is to find the minimum image quality, and hence required radiation
and contrast agent levels, for cardiac micro-CT that allows accurate LV volumetric estimation.
The goal is less than 5% volume error, similar to what is proposed in human cardiac CT [28].

Also, it would be very beneficial to provide directly computed error estimates on a case-by-
case basis rather than only relating error estimation to a body of historical experience from a
particular tool.

Materials and Methods
Animal preparation

All animal studies were conducted under a protocol approved by the Duke University
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. A 25 g C57BL/6 mouse was anesthetized with
ketamine (115mg/kg, 20mg/ml, 0.17 ml) and diazepan (27 mg/kg, 0.5 mg/ml 0.16 ml) and
peroraly intubated for mechanical ventilation using a ventilator [29] developed in-house, at a
rate of 90 breaths/min with a tidal volume of 0.4 ml. A solid-state pressure transducer on the
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breathing valve measured airway pressure and electrodes (Blue Sensor, Medicotest, UK) taped
to the animal footpads acquired the ECG signal. Both signals were processed with Coulbourn
modules (Coulbourn Instruments, Allentown, PA) and displayed on a computer monitor using
a custom-written LabVIEW application (National Instruments, Austin, TX). Body temperature
was recorded using a rectal thermistor and maintained at 36.5° C by an infrared lamp and
feedback controller system (Digi-Sense®, Cole Parmer, Chicago, IL). A catheter was inserted
following a tail vein cut down and used for injection of the contrast agent. Animals were placed
in a cradle and scanned in a vertical position. During imaging, anesthesia was maintained with
ketamine (0.04 ml) delivered IP every 30 min.

The scanning time for a complete 3D dataset with most currently available micro-CT systems
is ∼6 to 12 minutes. Thus micro-CT imaging with a single bolus injection of conventional
contrast agent as used with humans in the clinical arena is not possible. Fortunately, a new
class of blood pool contrast agent for micro-CT [30,31] with prolonged vascular residence time
is now available.

This contrast agent, Fenestra™ VC (ART Advanced Research Technologies, Saint-Laurent,
Quebec, Canada), contains iodine at 50 mg/ml concentration. When used in a dose up to 0.5ml/
25 g mouse, as recommended by the manufacturer, it has been shown to provide excellent
contrast (∼500 HU difference between blood and muscle) that facilitates quantitative
measurement of LV volume [32]. In this work we scanned the same animal four times with
each scan taking place 5 minutes after successive intravenous injections of 0.125 ml of
Fenestra™ VC. Therefore the four scans were performed at four different levels of contrast
agent volume corresponding to (0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5) ml /25 g mouse. The resulting datasets
allow us to examine the influence of contrast agent dose on image quality for LV volume
estimation using several analysis techniques.

Image acquisition
We used a prototype cone beam micro-CT system with a design that addresses two of the most
significant barriers to micro-CT in small-animals —the reduced signal-to-noise imposed by
smaller voxels and motion[33]. As one reduces voxel size, the x-ray dose must be
simultaneously increased to maintain the voxel signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR)[13]. The most
direct approach to increasing SNR is to increase total fluence rate. It is not possible to
significantly increase the fluence rate of most commercial micro-CT systems in current use
[34-36], since these systems use smaller fixed focal spot x-ray tubes. One can integrate over
extended periods with these devices, but then biological motion poses the resolution limit. Our
system allows the use of high flux x-ray tubes that are 250-times brighter than the tubes in
commercial micro-CT systems[33]. Moreover the system takes advantage of integrated
physiologic monitoring and control of breathing and cardiac motion that has been developed
previously for MR imaging of small animals [37] to limit artifacts and motion blur from both
respiratory and cardiac motion. Our micro-CT system acquires projected radiographs as the
animal is rotated in front of a high-resolution 2D imaging x-ray detector. The detector is a
cooled 16-bit CCD camera with a Gd2O2S phosphor on a 3:1 fiber optic reducer (X-ray
ImageStar, Photonics Science, East Sussex, UK). The camera has a 95 mm2 active field of
view with an image matrix of 2048×2048 pixels of 46×46 microns. The camera drivers permit
flexible readout and rebinning to allow imaging up to 8 frames/sec. For the studies shown here,
data were acquired over a whole field of view with binning to produce two-dimensional
1024×1024 projections.

The x-ray settings during scanning were 80 kVp, 200 mA, and 10 ms exposures/projection.
Four scans (each 380 projs/190°) were performed on the same animal with the four
concentrations of contrast agent discussed previously. All scans used prospective cardio-
respiratory gating, i.e. at end expiration and synchronized on the QRS complex. Heart rate was
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stable during scanning (HR= 440 +- 20 beats/min), due to our ability to maintain physiologic
stability by controlling anesthesia and temperature levels.

These four scan sets, representing as nearly as practical the same state of the animal, were used
to reconstruct 24 different 3D image arrays (5123) with isotropic 100 micron resolution by
using the full 380 projections and 5 angular subsamplings of 190, 126, 95, 75 and 63 projections
to retrospectively emulate reduced radiation dose. Reconstruction used a Feldkamp algorithm
[38], within a commercial software package (Cobra EXXIM, EXXIM Computing Corp,
Livermore, CA). Thus we obtained 24 3D reconstructions covering a range of 4 levels of
contrast agent and 6 levels of reconstruction quality. Examples of corresponding axial slices
from all 24 reconstructions are shown in Fig. 1. The images are labeled with names from C11
to C46 for easy reference later in this text.

Dosimetric measurements were performed using a Wireless Dosimetry System Mobile
MOSFET TN-RD-16, SN 63 B (Thomson/Nielsen, Ottawa, ON, Ca). Five MOSFET
dosimeters silicon chips (1mm2 active area 0.2mm × 0.2mm) were positioned at the surface
and the center of another rodent like phantom made out of acrylic. The radiation dose of mouse
micro-CT scanning was estimated from measurements during phantom scans using 380
projections/190° and the same x-ray settings as used for the animal scans.

Image analysis
To illustrate some of the problems associated with the analysis of live mouse micro-CT data,
we show a typical in vivo acquired micro-CT image (fig.2A) with 100 micron resolution
compared to an ex-vivo MR microscopy image (fig.2 B) at 20 micron resolution. The MR
shows that the interior heart wall is not a continuous smooth surface but has fine anatomical
detail, the trabeculae carneae, at many scales and some structures, papillary muscles and
tendons, cross portions of the blood pool. Even in areas of smooth surfaces a reconstructed
voxel grid would not line up with surface boundaries so there are always voxels straddling
material boundaries. These partial volume voxels have intensity values composed from
material on both sides of the surface. In smooth surface regions this can be used to recover
“super-resolution” surface models. In areas of complex structure the partial volume effects
cannot be avoided regardless of resolution. Therefore reconstructed ventricle wall data show
gradual changes of contrast over a partial volume layer that is thicker than would be produced
across a sharp blood/muscle boundary. The intensities of partial volume voxels contain
valuable information about the relative quantities of blood and muscle that would produce the
observed data. We would like to use that information to improve accuracy. Motion blur causes
another kind of partial volume effect. Even though a 10 ms x-ray exposure is short enough to
produce good quality stop-motion of the heart there are still times during the cycle when parts
of the LV wall move more than 1 voxel during the exposure interval. A blood/myocardium
boundary moving through a voxel during the exposure time is recorded as a mixture weighted
according to the relative residence time of the materials. This effect is more significant at high
resolution but will have little effect on our volume measurement method.

LV Volumetric measurement can be done in three ways based on: 1) segmentation, 2)
histogram analysis and 3) a region sampled mixture model. In practice, each of these methods
would be applied within a user defined region of interest (ROI) that targets the LV blood pool
and surrounding heart tissue. We present each of these methods and the problems associated
with their use with micro-CT data.

A) Segmentation Based Methods—A manual segmentation approach relies on a “seeing
is believing” representation of contours drawn through the visual estimate of the lumen outline
in 2D slices. These 2D contours, possibly with interpolation, smoothing or fitting to a
mathematical shape model, are stacked to form the 3D segmentation. Finally the volume is
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measured by counting the voxels inside the 3D segmented stack. However, when image quality
declines, due to increasing noise or low contrast, the visual feedback required for segmentation
may be lost. Furthermore the process is tedious and suffers from subjective manually driven
operation and is often only applied to selected slices rather than to an entire volume. There are
many techniques for automated and semi-automated segmentation that could be applied to LV
volume measurement. These are generally based on either threshold selection or edge detection
and can work quite well for high contrast data with low noise levels. We have previously used
the region growing segmentation method as implemented for ImageJ
(http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/) as one freely available plugin called Segmenting Assistant
(http://php.iupui.edu/~mmiller3/ImageJ/SegmentingAssistant.html) for this task but find it is
only practical for high quality images. In this study, we work with noise and contrast levels
that extend beyond the range where visual or automated segmentation methods, especially edge
based methods, can operate reliably.

B) Histogram Based Approach—Measurement of LV volume can be done using a
statistical histogram approach known as the Otsu method [27] to produce the minimum within
class variance partitioning of the voxel histogram. The most general implementation needs to
be given the number of classes that it should find and the 1D histogram that should be
partitioned. It then returns threshold values that can be used to segment the data into the
specified number of low variance classes. Hence, the Otsu method is usually considered to be
a segmentation method although it does not always have to be used for that purpose. In the two
class case, which is most applicable to our task, the algorithm is often used in computer vision
and image processing to perform thresholded reduction of gray scale images to bi-level images
such as for separating foreground from background. In that application the image histogram is
assumed to be bimodal. The threshold that minimizes the class variances produces the desired,
“foreground and background,” bi-level segmentation.

Similarly, our LV measurement application can be considered as bi-level segmentation over a
3D region of voxels containing the LV blood and surrounding heart tissue. The Otsu process
eliminates human vision considerations to produce an objective computed result over the
selected ROI and it avoids issues of spatial distribution of materials since that information is
not part of the histogram.

The count of voxels classified as blood according to the threshold is the Otsu estimate of LV
blood volume. A simple way to find the Otsu threshold is to computationally scan the range
of possible thresholds and record the value that provides the minimum sum of partition
variances. Although most implementations use faster ways to find the threshold even brute
force is reasonably quick since it works on a 1D histogram array and only over the constrained
range of values that actually occur inside the ROI.

We illustrate some issues associated with histogram methods in Fig 3. The top left (fig.3 A)
shows an axial micro-CT slice through the heart and overlaid with manual segmentation (fig.
3B) of the relevant voxels into three regions: pure myocardium (blue), pure blood (red), and
between (green) i.e. an intermediate unclassified region. The histograms associated with each
of these groups as well as the global histogram, which is the sum over all three regions, are
shown in Fig.3C. Notice that the pure blood and muscle distributions are well defined highly
Gaussian distributions. The widths of the distributions are primarily due to the per voxel noise
level with a slight widening of the muscle distribution because that tissue is not quite as uniform
as the blood. Because of the point spread function of the micro-CT reconstruction and the
complex heart wall structure the unclassified region, which contains the interface of muscle
and blood, has an intermediate distribution between the two class means.
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The Otsu method uses only the composite ROI histogram, yellow in Fig. 3C, to recover a single
threshold that is then used to make a forced binary classification of every voxel as either blood
or muscle. In this high contrast and low noise example the composite ROI histogram shows a
distinct minimum between the muscle and blood peaks. Hence, the resulting threshold should
provide a good volume estimate from the count of the blood voxels which, in this case, are
above the threshold. However, if contrast is decreased, the blood and muscle peaks will move
closer to each other. Furthermore increasing noise will broaden the peaks so the overall
distribution eventually looses its bimodal shape and becomes relatively symmetrical around
its global mean. Under those conditions, and for any sufficiently symmetric distribution, the
Otsu threshold converges to the mean and the accuracy of volume measurement will be lost.
In this method the influence of every voxel is the same regardless of whether it is near the
threshold or far from it.

C) A Region Sampling Based Approach—Due to limitations of both the segmentation
and Otsu methods we have reexamined LV measurement as a two class mixture model. To
work with lower contrast and higher noise data, resulting from reductions of contrast agent and
number of reconstruction projections, we propose to sample regions of known pure blood and
muscle in order to accurately recover their individual means. This additional information, used
together with the overall ROI histogram, should permit increased accuracy at higher noise
levels and lower contrast. The regions of known blood and muscle can be selected based on
anatomical properties of the live heart LV. In particular, except at the valve plane, the LV
includes a continuous surrounding heart wall and does not have encroachment of heart tissue
into the centermost part of the blood pool.

In this method the final LV volume is computed as a simple function of average x-ray
attenuation over a few large groups of voxels. Classification of individual voxels is not involved
in the measurement processing. We assume that at all scales, individual voxels or large regions,
the average value of a region is simply the average of the individual blood and muscle x-ray
attenuations weighted according to their proportions in the region. This assumption is already
inherent in the CT reconstruction process. In equation form, this mixture average μtotal over
the entire ROI is:

where μblood and μmyocardium are the mean attenuations of pure blood and myocardium and
Fractblood and Fractmyocardium are the fractions of blood and myocardium contained within the
entire ROI.

Recognizing that Fractblood + Fractmyocardium = 1 and solving for Fractblood we obtain:

Significantly, Fractblood does not depend on individual voxels but on the averages of three
large groups. This provides great benefit, for both accuracy and for error estimation, by using
the standard error of the mean,  where σ is standard deviation of the voxel values
and N is the number of voxels. Overall accuracy depends not only on the ROI standard error
but also of the pure blood and myocardium sample regions. At 100-micron resolution a typical
LV measurement involves ∼20,000 voxels each for the blood and muscle samples and 80,000
to 100,000 in the full ROI. Even if the ROI voxel distribution is non-Gaussian its SEM
distribution rapidly becomes Gaussian as N increases. Therefore we can leverage the value of
large N and be confident that errors of the means fall into narrow Gaussian distributions and
the averages used to compute Fractblood can be measured with high precision even in the
presence of substantial noise. Note that this principal assists volume measurement but not voxel
level segmentation.
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The error of the final volume result can be estimated by propagating the three SEM distributions
through the calculation process. Although there is no known closed form solution for this error
propagation case we estimate the final error by independently sampling each of the three
SEM distributions by gaussian random number generation, computing a volume from each set
of three values, and accumulating the results over a large number of trials. In this work we used
1,000,000 trials which takes ∼1 CPU second so the lack of an algebraic solution is not a
restriction in practice.

Conceptually, this measurement technique is similar to calculating the quantities of two known
density substances from the weight of a measured volume of their mixture. In this case the
mixture consists of the entire LV blood pool and a surrounding layer of myocardium. Rather
than segmenting blood from muscle we are computing the relative fraction of blood and muscle
directly from all of the voxel intensity values as aggregated into the 3 group means. Unlike the
Otsu method this mixture analysis inherently applies a natural weighing of the “analog” value
of every voxel according to the overall statistical distribution. This method replaces
complications of segmentation by a simple ratio and simultaneously addresses partial volume
effects, sub-resolution detail, residual motion blur, and low signal to noise ratio (SNR). All of
these factors, which are problems for segmentation, involve the mixing of information from
both blood and muscle (see Fig.3). Outside of the selected samples of blood and muscle there
is no additional assumption about the spatial distribution of blood and muscle in the unclassified
region.

In practical terms, ROIs are built manually using PSC-VB’s
(http://www.nrbsc.org/vb/index.php) volume carving tool (see Fig.4). Each ROI basket
consists of a few, typically 5 to 10, rough outlines through short axis cuts of the LV (Fig.4A).
The process starts with manual placement of the valve plane, shown in side views in (Fig.4B)
and (Fig.4C), for the first outline which is at the top left in Fig. 4D. The valve plane is tilted
with respect to the body and, in our process, is treated as a logical flat end to close off the ROI
at the top of the LV (Fig.4 D). Users navigate progressively along the long heart axis to
manually place new 12-point outlines as needed to generate a 3D ROI basket surface that stays
inside the LV heart wall and entirely contains the LV blood pool. At each step any or all of the
control points may be adjusted to keep the outline shape inside the myocardium. This is not
difficult since the heart wall is ∼8 voxels thick and precise user placement is not needed except
for the tilt and location of the valve plane itself. Specimen voxels outside of the ROI, based on
an all or nothing decision with respect to the interpolated basket surface location, are not part
of any further analysis. The “pure” muscle voxels are sampled from a thin layer immediately
inside the ROI surface. A smaller ROI is built in the center of the LV blood pool as a sample
of “pure” blood (Fig.4 E). Internal to the computation the set of 12-point outlines represent 3D
geometric surfaces shown in (Fig. 4 D+E) and ultimately form a set of 3D “voxel masks”
marking the three voxel groups used for LV volume measurement. The test ROI voxel masks
used for this work contain 16110 muscle, 20278 blood, and 50706 unclassified voxels for a
full ROI volume of 87094 voxels. (Due to 100 micron CT reconstruction there are 1000 voxels/
ul). Fig.4F shows a cut plane through blood and muscle masks (black and white respectively).
For simplicity during development we export the masks and ROI voxels to external C programs
rather than doing the entire process inside of PSC-VB. We plan to put the fully tested and
debugged code into PSC-VB for future public release.

The time required to create the ROI basket is about 4 min. Once a user creates a basket
corresponding to a single 3D set acquired for a single point in the cardiac cycle, the same basket
can be used with adjustments for other data volumes acquired at different points in the cardiac
cycle. Thus a whole cine micro-CT 4D dataset can be analyzed and a LV Volume-Time curve
can be created.
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We used both the Otsu method and the region sampling method to estimate the LV volume for
all 24 micro-CT datasets, 4 variations of contrast agent times 6 variations of reconstruction
projections, using the same ROI. That ROI was initially built using the highest quality C46
dataset and was uniformly applied to all of the datasets so that we could isolate variations due
to contrast, number of projections and analysis processing from variations in ROI targeting.
Because the Otsu process only uses histogram data it was run using histograms of the full 87094
voxel ROI volume (Fig. 4D) in order to exactly match the volume processed by our region
sampling method.

Because analyses ultimately depend on the particular voxels that are analyzed we also tested
the sensitivity of LV volume measurements across ROI targeting variations. This was done by
repeating the volume measurements using the same test ROI but with shifts over the range [-4,
4] voxels along the three data axes. Because the heart wall is ∼8 voxels thick this range of 9
shift positions on each axis approximates the range of position variations that we expect in
practice. The same shift tests were done for the highest and lowest quality dataset, i.e. C46,
C11. We did not run shift tests with the Otsu method.

Results
During micro-CT scanning using 380 projections acquired over 190° at 80 kVp, 200mA and
10ms per exposure, the measured dose was ∼28.71cGy and the elapsed imaging time was 12
minutes. By reducing the number of views the imaging time and the radiation dose are linearly
reduced. Thus, for (380, 190, 126, 95, 75, 63) projections the imaging times per 3D volume
are approximately (12, 6, 4, 3, 2.4, 2) minutes and the radiation dose is (28.71, 14.35, 9.57,
7.17, 5.74, 4.78) cGy.

Fig.1 shows the increase of artifacts and noise as the number of projections is decreased. To
quantify this, Fig. 5A presents the dependency between number of projections used during
reconstruction and the noise level (given as the standard deviation) measured in the LV blood
and muscle ROI sample regions for the sets with maximum volume of the contrast agent (0.5ml)
i.e. the sets C41 to C46. On the same graph we plot the same noise measurements but taken in
a water phantom with a diameter of 2 cm using the same scanning and reconstruction
parameters as in the mouse experiments. Note that for a sufficient number of projections (190,
380) the noise levels converge to similar values for the mouse and the water phantom. However,
as the number of projections is reduced the noise levels in mouse datasets are higher due to
streaking artifacts caused by highly attenuating structures such as bones.

Reductions of contrast agent dose produce less contrast difference between the myocardium
and blood. Fig.5B shows a linear increase of attenuation for both the LV blood and myocardium
with increasing dose of contrast agent using the 380 projection datasets C16, C26, C36 and
C46. Since we used a blood pool contrast agent the muscle (myocardium) shows only a small
increase in attenuation with increases of contrast agent. The difference between the blood and
the myocardium attenuations is the contrast available for our task (i.e. contrasts from ∼100 to
∼450 HU). As expected higher contrast agent dose results in a more distinct separation between
the two materials and would help with measurements of the LV volume especially if these are
based on the segmentation or histogram approaches.

Fig.5C shows the combined effects of the noise and contrast agent dose by showing a plot of

the contrast to noise ratio (CNR). The CNR was computed as: 
where μblood and μmuscle are the mean values in the LV blood and heart muscle samples for the
test ROI. CNR is plotted versus the number of projections used for reconstruction at each of
the four levels of contrast agent dose.
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Fig.6 shows the comparison between the LV volume measurements performed over all 24
datasets using Otsu’s histogram approach and the sampled region method. The two analysis
methods provide similar LV volume estimates for high contrast and high number of projections
data (see sets C26, C35, C36 and C45, C46). Both methods are able to show small stepwise
increases of LV volume with each successive injection of contrast agent. This reinforces the
argument that minimal contrast agent is desirable in order to reduce modification of the volume
we are trying to measure. (It is not yet clear if the larger jump from the C1X to the C2X sets
represents a real signal related to stress response in the animal or whether the natural LV volume
may have been even lower.) However as noise increases due to reduced number of projections
Otsu’s method produced significantly lower volumes and shows a systematic drift relative to
the region sampling method. Because the number of projection cases for each contrast level
are from exactly the same heart state (i.e. from a single scan) we know that the Otsu divergence
is due to the analysis rather than to any real change of LV volume.

We note that the computed error estimates, shown as standard deviation bars in Fig 6, are
provided as part of the sampled region analysis. Directly computed error estimates are not
possible with Otsu’s method. Fig.7 presents the error estimate as a percent of LV volume for
a 95% confidence interval (i.e. 1.96 σ) for the region sampling method. Therefore, we are 95%
confident that the estimated LV volumes are within ∼4% of the proper values over all but the
highest noise case in the lowest contrast set.

Fig.8 illustrates the sensitivity of the region sampled method to ROI basket placement with
both the lowest (C11) and highest (C46) image quality using shifts of the basket along all three
axes.

Discussion and Conclusions
Segmentation of the LV chamber and its volume estimation using 3D micro-CT data is related
to both the image quality, influenced both by the contrast agent dose and the radiation dose,
and the image analysis approach. In our case we decouple issues of volume measurement from
segmentation by using two non-segmenting methods for volume estimation: the Otsu
histogram method and the region sampled mixture method. A visual segmentation based
approach would need to fulfill the Rose criterion for visual detectability [39] which requires a
detectable contrast difference, CNR, at least 3-5 times greater than the standard deviation, i.e.
the noise in the image. Most automated segmentation methods have similar CNR requirements.

But, decreases in contrast agent dose reduce the inherent contrast between blood and muscle
while reductions in the number of reconstruction projections reduce image quality by
introducing noise and artifacts (see Fig.1 and Fig.5). The graph shown in Fig. 5C illustrates
how the CNR changes due to the variation of contrast agent dose and number of projections.
In these data the Rose criterion is only reached when a high dose of contrast agent (0.5 ml) is
used in combination with a large number of projections, (CNR > 3 only for sets using 190 and
380 projections) or with a 0.375 ml contrast dose and the full 380 projections. None of the
other datasets satisfy the Rose criterion and therefore one would not expect a visual
segmentation approach to be effective. For the highest quality C46 case we were able obtain
a measurement using region growing with the ImageJ Segmenting Assistant plugin. This took
∼10 minutes and gave a volume of 48.803 ul which, in this case, is good agreement with our
other results for C46. However, since we seek quantitative LV volume estimates, visual
perception is not always necessary. As shown by the plots in Fig. 6 we can estimate LV volume
in all cases using either our region sampled mixture approach or by Otsu’s method. As expected
these two analyses show similar performance for the highest quality datasets at maximum
contrast (C45 to C46) or with less contrast agent but maximum number of projections C26,
C36, C46. The results from the region sampling method suggest both precision and accuracy
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showing variations of less than 2% (see Fig.7) over all but the lowest contrast agent dose. On
the other hand Otsu’s method, while showing some tolerance to reduced contrast, fails at high
noise levels by showing progressively increasing bias. This is not surprising since reduction
of the number of projections or contrast agent dose cause the raw histogram distributions to
merge into a single peak and voxel level classification by the Otsu threshold becomes
inaccurate. The Otsu bias toward low values is due to threshold drift toward the overall mean
which, for a perfectly symmetric distribution, would give a 50% blood volume out of the full
ROI. In this case that would be 43.54 microl which is very nearly the Otsu result for the lowest
CNR datasets.

One of the sensible aspects of using a ROI-basket to define the analysis regions concerns user
variations of ROI placement. For situations with high image quality, i.e. the C46 dataset, the
maximum measurement errors due to inaccurate ROI basket placement are less than 14% (see
Fig.8A). However, low image quality datasets such as C11 would increase the measurement
error to as much as 25% for such cases. Therefore visual image quality to permit manual ROI
construction within ∼2 voxels could be significant.

However, the raw shift sensitivity numbers can be misleading since they conceal a simple self
centering method that was not applied during the shift tests. Even at the highest noise level,
C11, the shape of the error curve is concave downward for shifts of X and Y (see Fig.8A). This
is because our recommended basket construction operates like an approximate prior template
for the blood/muscle distribution that can be tested around an initial starting position. Therefore
a simple search for the local maximum will find the best fit of the ROI basket on the data. This
effect can be understood by looking at Fig. 4 B, C & F. Drifts of the template blood and muscle
masks will incorrectly sample ROI voxels in way that tends to underestimate the volume
relative to the optimal position. Drifts along the Z axis are more difficult. Downward Z drift
is still self limiting. Upward motion, however, puts LV blood in the position of other blood
above the valve plane but also moves the upper LV wall samples into blood regions. In high
CNR (C46) cases the volume maximization search is still effective, though it’s displaced by 1
voxel position from our manual estimates. Eventually the upward Z limit fails at sufficiently
poor CNR levels (C11).

In this publication, we are primarily concerned with comparing the numerical effects of contrast
and x-ray levels over the same regions of analysis. Therefore, since all of the analysis methods
we have considered, (segmentation, Otsu and mixture region sampling) have similar ROI
construction and positioning requirements the sensitivity to upward Z drift for high noise cases
is not a special limitation of region sampling as compared to the other methods. Also, for the
typical application of LV volume estimation as part of a cardiac ejection fraction or other
computation that concern the subtraction of two volumes, such as systolic and diastolic, what
is most important is to achieve the same placement of the valve plane in the two volumes.
Because the diameter of the blood pool adjacent to the valve plane does not change as
dramatically as regions lower in the heart small systematic displacements of the analysis valve
plane from its preferred anatomical location tend to cancel out during the subtraction operation.
Nevertheless, further study of manual ROI construction is warranted in order to examine the
effects of operator experience, anatomical knowledge, and other human factors in conjunction
with image quality issues. Similar tests of eventual automated ROI construction and placement
will be needed but will be easier to carry out.

There is no easy answer regarding the best contrast agent dose and radiation dose that should
be used. The relative importance of accuracy, low radiation, or minimal volume of contrast
agent will be different depending on specific experimental aims and these in turn affect the
cost and speed of data collection. According to Fig.7 and 8 errors less than 4% could be
expected with the region sampling method when using all datasets. However, it is not yet proven
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that users can reliably build and place ROIs in sets containing very limited volume of contrast
agent, 0.125 ml, and reconstructed using very few projections i.e. 63 such as set C11. In some
circumstances it may be better to reduce x-ray exposure by other means, such as shorter pulses
or reduced current, rather than by reducing the number of projections. This is an area of ongoing
work that will also evaluate the effects of reconstruction algorithms.

Accepting as much as 5% error, as suggested for human cardiac CT[28], in any of these volumes
could bring a maximum error of 7.1 % for stroke volume (SV) as computed by subtraction of
diastolic and systolic volumes and adding the variances. This might be not sufficient for studies
comparing groups of mice with subtle differences in cardiac function. Therefore, for those
cases the image quality has to remain high. If we choose however an image quality equal or
superior to set C24 i.e. 126 projections and with a contrast dose of 0.25 ml Fenestra i.e.
according to Fig.8 we would be confident that measurement error was less than ∼1.5% with
the region sampling method and the image quality would also be sufficient for correct manual
ROI-basket placement (see fig.1).

Thus by using 0.25 ml Fenestra the contrast agent dose is reduced to half (0.25 ml vs. 0.5ml)
involving a reduced blood volume overload and less influence on the hemodynamics. The
associated radiation dose is reduced threefold from 28.7 to 9.5 cGy and scan time from 12 to
4 minutes. Therefore, 10 time points during ECG cycle will require 0.95 Gy and ∼40 minutes
scan time.

We also note that contrast agents with a higher iodine concentration would enable more
enhancement for the same injected volume. Indeed, in our recent work [40], we used a contrast
agent containing 105 mg I/ml. Thus the same volume dose, 0.25ml/25 g mouse, will produce
twice the enhancement compared to results reported here and should reduce the stepwise
increases of LV volume that are seen in our Fig 6 measurements.

Other tomographic reconstruction algorithms, such as those based on iterative, algebraic
approaches are expected to provide better results when a limited number of projections are
used. Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART)[41],casts the problem as an algebraic system
of equations. According to [42] the ratio between the number of projections required for ART
reconstruction compared to the FBP (filtered backprojection) is 0.67*N where N is the number
of pixels in the reconstructed image i.e. 256, 512 etc. Reduction in the number of views
translates directly to reduced radiation dose to the animal.

In conclusion, this work compared the ability of two different analysis methods, Otsu
thresholding and a region sampled binary mixture approach, to improve live mouse LV volume
measurement using 100 micron resolution Micro-CT datasets at low signal-to-noise ratios. We
evaluated the robustness of both analysis methods across a range of SNR levels by varying the
volume of injected contrast agent and the number of projections used for CT reconstruction.
We found that the region sampling analysis is ultimately more tolerant to reductions of both
contrast agent and radiation and provides the important additional benefit of computed error
estimates for each volume measurement based on its specific contrast and noise levels.
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Fig.1.
An example of corresponding axial micro-CT slices in 24 datasets for 4 different levels of
contrast agent and 6 levels of reconstruction projections. The sets are labeled for further
reference. Note that the best image corresponds to maximum contrast dose and maximum
number of projections (i.e. C46).
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Fig. 2.
An oblique slice through reconstructed 100 micron/voxel micro-CT from a live mouse, on the
left, shows the LV blood highlighted by contrast agent and motion blur suppressed due to 10
ms x-ray pulse width. MRM imaging of a fixed heart at 20 micron resolution, at right, reveals
substantial anatomical detail that cannot be resolved in live mouse imaging. High precision
measurements of LV blood volumes have to account for these unresolved features. (Note: The
micro-CT is digitally zoomed to 400%.)
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Fig. 3.
These axial images show micro-CT data (A) and a manual segmentation of the three relevant
regions of an ROI slice (B). Red is selected as pure blood, blue as pure muscle and green as
an intermediate unclassified transition zone spanning the blood/muscle boundary. The graph
in (C) shows the corresponding color-coded histograms captured from the full 3D ROI of a
dataset plus a yellow composite histogram of the entire ROI (which is therefore the sum of the
blood, between, and muscle histograms).
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Fig 4.
A typical ROI basket is built by drawing outlines in short axis images (A). It is defined by only
a few curves and its entire surface is inside the myocardium except at the valve plane. The
valve plane, shown as the blue line in coronal (B) and sagittal (C) planes, is treated as a flat
end to close the ROI volume enclosed by the basket (D). Image (E) shows a smaller ROI built
to sample “pure” blood. Image (F) slices through the 3D regions produced by nesting the two
ROIs that are used to measure mean values for “pure” blood and muscle, marked black and
white respectively, as discussed in the text. Note: The Z axis as discussed for ROI shift tests
is vertical in B, C and F.
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Fig.5.
Reconstruction noise as standard deviation for mouse blood, heart muscle, and a water phantom
vs. number of projections at 0.5 ml contrast agent (A); The CT attenuations of blood and muscle
vs. contrast agent levels at 380 projections (B); The Contrast to Noise Ratio (CNR) computed
as described in the text. Note that the usable contrast is the difference between the blood and
muscle attenuations shown in (B).
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Fig.6.
LV Volume estimation in the 24 datasets using sampled regions for blood and myocardium
and the Otsu histogram based methods. The error estimation is only possible for the sampled
region method.
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Fig.7.
The error tolerance as percent of measured volume for a 95% confidence interval (i.e. 1.96σ)
for the sampled region method. We are 95% confident that measured volumes are within ∼4%
of the proper value over all but the lowest contrast set.
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Fig. 8.
LV Volume variations using region sampling analysis for shifts of the ROI along X-Y axes
(A) and Z-axis (B). We show here results for both the lowest (C11) and highest (C46) CNR
quality data sets.
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